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Hanford’s RSE Policy

1.

INTRODUCTION

Hanford is a boarding and day school for girls aged 7 to 13. Our curriculum is in accordance with
the school’s aims, having regard to the academic capabilities and requirements of each girl. There is
a focus upon enhancement and extension, of working outside and beyond the RSE syllabus, to
enable each girl to fulfil her potential.

2.

AIMS OF THE SCHOOL

The aims of the school, as set out in the website are:
! Fulfilling Potential - To recognise the breadth of academic capabilities and requirements and
enable each girl to do the very best that she can.
! Nurturing Talent - To provide the opportunity, encouragement and support for each girl to
pursue and expand her interests both within and beyond the classroom.
! Valuing Individuality - To recognise that each girl develops at her own speed, with her own
interests, abilities and needs; and to maintain the flexibility to respond accordingly.
! Encouraging Respect - To help the girls to look beyond themselves, to learn about living with
others, being part of a wider group and taking care of each other's needs.
! Cherishing Childhood - To provide the time, the opportunity and the environment for free
play.
The teaching of RSE is fundamental to the school’s achievement of its aims, but given Hanford’s
unique approach to the curriculum, the majority of RSE teaching forms part of PSHE and is carried
out as part of the broader syllabus within Art Appreciation, Biology, Current Affairs/PSHE, History
and Religious Studies lessons.
As part of our commitment to cherishing childhood, it is taught in an age-appropriate and sensitive
manner.

3.

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

Under ‘Policy statement: Relationships Education, Relationships and Sex Education (RSE), and
personal, social, health and economic education’, RSE is statutory in all schools. Hanford School
must therefore have regard to guidance issued by the secretary of state as outlined in Section 403 of
the Education Act 1996 and the Equality Act 2010. It runs as part of our PSHE scheme of work.
"
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4.

DEFINTION OF RSE

The DfE guidance states that: “children and young people need to know how to be safe and healthy,
and how to manage their academic and social lives in a positive way.” It is about the development of
the pupil’s knowledge and understanding of herself as a sexual being, about what it means to be fully
human, respecting herself and others, living in healthy, nurturing relationships and being enabled to
make informed decisions.
In primary schools, the focus should be on: “teaching the fundamental building blocks and
characteristics of positive relationships, with particular reference to friendships, family relationships,
and relationships with other children and with adults.” This includes the topics of friendships and
families, positive values and relationships, dealing with difficulties and managing change, online
safety and age appropriate relationships.
In secondary schools, RSE should: “give young people the information they need to develop healthy,
nurturing relationships of all kinds, not just intimate relationships. It should enable them to know
what a healthy relationship looks like and what makes a good friend, a good colleague and a
successful marriage or other type of committed relationship. It should cover contraception,
developing intimate relationships and resisting pressure to have sex (and not applying pressure).”
RSE plays a fundamental role in the Personal, Social, Health and Moral development of every child
in the school.

RSE includes:
• Learning about different types and diversity of relationships, including friendships, the
varied shapes of families, and respectful, intimate relationships based on consent;
• Understanding and building positive, supportive and healthy relationships, including how
to resolve differences;
• Understanding the benefit of healthy relationships to their mental wellbeing and selfrespect;
• Developing as individuals, including acceptable behaviour and the right of everyone to
equal treatment which will help ensure that pupils treat each other well and go on to be
respectful and kind adults;
• Understanding that prejudice, bullying and discrimination are harmful and unacceptable;
• Developing the moral values of kindness, honesty, liberty, justice, tolerance and concern for
others;
• Factual and accurate information about health and puberty, sex, the law and sexual health
and sexuality, in order to make informed choices
• Learning how to stay safe, including online, and also how to recognise and report abuse.

4. CONTENT
Details of the content and scheme of work and when each topic is taught, taking into
account of the age of pupils is set out in the PSHE policy and attached as an addendum to
this document.
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5. DELIVERY OF RSE
RSE forms part of the PSHE curriculum which imparts the core values of our school community.
The main aims and objectives are to teach facts, help girls understand concepts, encourage girls to
develop informed opinions and attitudes, and to nurture a set of core values.
It is delivered in an age-appropriate, sensitive and inclusive manner.
At Hanford, the decision has been made not to teach sex education until Year 7.
At Hanford, we note that:
!
!

questions about matters relating to RSE can arise at any time and it is important that they are
answered in a manner which the girls can understand
children develop at their own speeds - and they can react in different ways to having a formal
lesson, e.g. once a week, to discuss sensitive subjects

It is for these reasons that Hanford’s approach to the teaching of RE and RSE is both enlightened
and in accordance with the fundamental spirit and ethos of the school. As well as having a formal
PSHE lesson, the syllabus for RSE is covered in a more holistic approach as part of the Biology,
Current Affairs, History, Religious Studies, Physical Education and Art Appreciation syllabus. The
cross curricular aspects of the curriculum enable pupils to:
Develop the practical knowledge and skills to help them live healthily and deal with the personal,
moral, social and cultural issues they face.
Understand the benefits of positive relationships and show respect for the diversity and respect
between people.
In addition to cross –curricular subjects taught, the RSE programme is enriched by Chapel, Tutor
Time, Hanford’s Character Curriculum, School Trips and Visiting Speakers. The introduction of a
termly Wellbeing Day supports the Mental Health and Wellbeing of pupils.
SEND
Lessons are accessible to all pupils including those with Special Educational Needs. Hanford does
not unlawfully discriminate against pupils because of their protected characteristics and the school
is mindful of the SEND Code of Practice. The Head of Learning Support will therefore review the
scheme of work to make sure that it complies and is accessible.
All staff should be aware that some pupils are more vulnerable due to the nature of their SEND.
Managing Difficult Questions
At Hanford, we have considered what is appropriate and inappropriate in a whole class setting and
are aware of the questions that are better not dealt with in front of a whole class. These will be dealt
with on an individual basis by a suitable member of staff.
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5.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The Governors will approve the RSE policy and hold the Headmaster to account for its
implementation.
As well as fulfilling their legal obligations, the Governors will also make sure that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

all pupils make progress in achieving the expected educational outcomes;
the subjects are well led, effectively managed and well planned;
the quality of provision is subject to regular and effective self-evaluation;
teaching is delivered in ways that are accessible to SEND;
clear information is provided for parents on the subject content and the right to request that
their child is withdrawn; and,
the subjects are resourced, staffed and timetabled in a way that ensures that the school can
fulfil its legal obligations.

PSHE and RSE delivery across the curriculum will be monitored by the Head of PSHE.
All staff are responsible for the teaching of RSE.
Staff have an important role to play in modelling positive behaviour.
It is the responsibility of the whole school community to support our core values and to ensure that
everyday sexism, misogyny, homophobia, and gender stereotypes are not tolerated, and any
occurrences are identified and tackled.

6.

PARENTS’ RIGHT TO WITHDRAW

Relationships Education is compulsory for all primary age pupils and Relationships and Sex
education is compulsory for all secondary age pupils. Parents have the right to withdraw their child
from the non-statutory components of RSE i.e. Sex Education, but not if it forms part of the Science
Curriculum. Parents can identify what RSE is being covered by referring to the PSHE Scheme of
Work which is contained in the addendum. Requests for withdrawal should be put in writing and
addressed to the Headmaster. A copy of the request will be placed in the pupil’s educational record.
The Headmaster will discuss the request with parents, record a note of the conversation and take
appropriate action. All documentation will be placed in the pupil file. Alternative work will be given
to pupils who are withdrawn from RSE.
7.

CONSULTATION

Consultation is an important part of devising and delivering an effective RSE policy to ensure that
it meets the needs of the pupils, staff and parents at Hanford.
The process involves:
Governor Consultation
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Staff Consultation
Parent Consultation
Pupil Consultation
8.

TRAINING

The Head of PSHE has attended training events to assist in the delivery of RSE. Future training
events will be organised as necessary by the Head of PSHE.

9.

MONITORING AND REVIEW

The delivery of RSE is monitored by the Headmaster and the SLT through lesson observations. This
policy has been produced following guidance from the Department of Education on RSE and it will
be reviewed annually, in consultation with parents and the whole school community, or more often
as necessary.
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ADDENDUM

Topics covered in Science
Topics covered in Art Appreciation"
IIIRD FORM

IVTH FORM

VTH FORM

LVI

UVI

(Years 3/4)

(Year 5)

(Year 6)

(Year 7)

(Year 8)

Human life cycle
(Autumn)

Human egg cell → us.
How this relates to
periods as simply as
possible

Human reproduction
taught with the
context of loving
relationships (Spring)
The physical and
emotional changes
that take place during
adolescence (Spring)
Family planning
mentioned (Spring)

Discussion on sexually
transmitted diseases
and AIDS

IIIRD FORM

IVTH FORM

VTH FORM

LVI

UVI

(Years 3/4)

(Year 5)

(Year 6)

(Year 7)

(Year 8)

Study of the lives of artists and the stories depicted. Discussion of
people’s lives in the period - marriage, birth, jobs etc. - encourages
airing of concerns in a natural way
Mythical stories lend themselves to discussing how to behave as the
private lives of gods and goddesses are more easily accepted than
ordinary humans’
Awareness and sensitivity to the reactions when seeing nude paintings
for the first time
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Topics covered in Religious Studies
IIIRD FORM

IVTH FORM

VTH FORM

LVI

UVI

(Years 3/4)

(Year 5)

(Year 6)

(Year 7)

(Year 8)

Stories of the Old
Testament often refer
to sex or adultery and
moral living

Stories of the Old and
New Testaments often
refer to sex or
adultery and moral
living

Revision of the Old and
New Testaments
enable deeper and
more detailed
discussion of the moral
questions

First mention of
adultery when
studying the Ten
Commandments

Topics Covered In History

IIIRD FORM

IVTH FORM

VTH FORM

LVI

UVI

(Years 3/4)

(Year 5)

(Year 6)

(Year 7)

(Year 8)

Study of Tudor
monarchs involves
learning about
adultery and religious
attitudes to
illegitimacy.
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Study of Stuart and
Georgian monarchs
involves discussion
about royal
mistresses, risks of
child birth etc.

Britain and Empire
course involves
detailed study of
public health issues
including population
increase, introduction
of contraceptives and
infant mortaliity.
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Topics covered in PSHE/CA
IIIRD FORM

IVTH FORM

VTH FORM

LVITH

UVITH

(Years 3/4)

(Year 5)

(Year 6)

(Year 7)

(Year 8)

Exploring
Online safety, age
friendships/families appropriate
based on positive,
relationships.
supportive
relationships to
include love, security,
stability.

Friendships. How to
manage conflict and
finding resolutions.

Self Awareness and
Positive Self-Esteem.
Consider individual
strengths.

Discrimination in all
forms-racism,religious,
disability,sexism,
homophobia
,biophobia and
transphobia.

Exploring the shape of Friendships,
their own and
supporting and being
classmates families. a good friend

Different shapes of
families and marriage

Health and Puberty.
Growth and
Development

Bullying,
cyberbullying&
acceptable behaviour
outside Hanford.

Being happy in our
friendshipslistening
and resolving
differences.

Trusting other people. Managing change and Growing up-What does
Resolving differences
transitions for
it mean?
individuals in the
family of
separation,divorce
bereavement

Inspirational and
Influential womenForbes List

Moral values,
kindness, honesty

Moral values, liberty
justice, concern for
others.

Diversity prejudice.
Rights and
responsibilities

Identity
&Relationships.
Qualities of positive
and healthy
relationships.

Family and friendsdifferent types of
stable relationships.

Respectful
relationships
Consent
Dangers of
sexting.How to manage
pressure.

Equality,Stereotypes
and Discrimination

Awareness of bullying Importance of family
and what that means. life whatever the
shape-love care
,respect.
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PSHE/CA Long Term Curriculum Plan
Colour Code & Approximate Lesson Allocation
Category
Health & Wellbeing
Relationships
Living in the Wider World
Academic Year
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Spring 1
Spring 2
Summer 1
Summer 2

Lesson Allocation
Maximum 7 lessons
Maximum 6 lessons
Maximum 5 lessons
Maximum 5 lessons
Maximum 5 lessons
Maximum 5/6 lessons

Page Break

Year
3/4

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

New to
school –
introduction
to school
routines, key
staff,
important
information.
Support &
help
available.

Friendships and Topical issues,
families.
debate, world
Developing
and UK events.
positive &
mutually
supportive
relationships
based on love,
security and
stability.

Emergency aid, Respect for others, People,
rules and
courtesy and
places, values
responsibilities. manners. Permission- and customs.
Basic First Aid – seeking & giving in
how to make an relationships with
emergency call. friends, peers &
How to get
adults.
help.

Managing
change,
transition,
feelings,
influences
and peer
groups.

Explore their
own and
classmates,
family shape.

Conflicting
emotions and
managing
feelings.

The importance
of making &
changing rules.
The difference
between a rule
and the law.
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Bullying, different
types of bullying,
discrimination and
aggressive behaviour.

Resources and
sustainability the
environment
and current
issues.
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Human rights
and children’s
rights.
Basic
Friendships Listening,
Health &
Disputes, conflict and
introduction actions,
viewpoints,
Hygiene
conflict resolution.
to mental
behaviour &
opinions and
routines.
Resolving differences.
wellbeing as a consequences. respect for
Keeping healthy How to get help.
normal part Being happy
others. Working and well.
of daily life, in with our
together, shared Looking after
the same way friendships.
goals. Having a yourself – food
as physical
voice – how to be plate.
health.
heard.
Introduction
to each
person having
a range of
emotions, &
feelings.
Environment Confidentiality, Moral Values – Growing
Challenges and Dares
risk and
secrets and
loyalty, kindness, up, changing
safety –
personal safety truthfulness,
responsibilities
school
– who to trust & honesty.
as we get
including
who not to
older.
online.
trust.
How to get
help- in
school, &
Emergency
services

Year
5

Autumn 1
New to
school –
introduction
to school
routines, key
staff,
important
information.
Support &
help
available.

Remembrance Positive benefits How to look
Stereotypes, identity,
of the internet v after one-self, similarities,
time online
rest, time with differences and
Online safety
friends & family, equality.
(SSCT)
hobbies and
Online
interests.
relationships
Monarchy
Moral Values – Fantasy and
Role Models
loyalty, kindness, reality, truth
truthfulness,
and honesty.
honesty.
Autumn 2
Spring 1
Spring 2
Summer 1
Introduction to
Charities –
Charities that
Hanford
supports.

Online safety
(SSCT) Positive
benefits of the
internet v time
online
Online
relationships age
appropriate.

Personal safety
- water safety.
How to contact
the emergency
services –
include the
coastguard,
RNLI & air
ambulance
services.

Moral Values –
honesty, liberty,
justice, concern for
others, fairness.

Habits – daily Environment – Friendships – the Advice and
The justice system –
routines at global warming importance of
support - where police, courts,
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Financial –
what do we
understand
about money?
How much do
things cost?
Shopping?
Income v
Expenditure.

Fantasy and
reality, truth
and honesty.

Summer 2
RSPCA Crufts

Charities –
NSPCC
11

school and at plastics.
home.
Include sleep
patterns,
play, screen
time, TV,
activities.
Online safety. Nobel Prizes –
Personal
Malala
information,
passwords,
images.

friendships.
Choosing friends
and making
friends. Being
happy & doing
the right thing.

to seek help in punishment and
school and
sentencing.
outside school.
Who to trust!

Sharing
experiences &
support with
problems &
differences.

Talking about
emotions and
managing
feelings.

Mother
Theresa
World Wild
Life
Nature

Disputes, conflict and Introduction
conflict resolution.
to
Resolving differences. Parliament.
How to get help.

Looking after Remembrance Trusting other
our bodies.
people – how to
What we put The Monarchy judge when
in – drugs,
others make
alcohol,
them feel
medicines,
unhappy or
caffeine,
uncomfortable.
food, sweets.

Health &
Challenges and dares. Character
Hygiene
Curriculum
routines.
Keeping healthy
and well.
Looking after
yourself – the
benefit of
physical
exercise and
fresh air.
Mental
Marketing &
Family – and
How to look
Role Models
wellbeing as a Advertising
family shapes & after one-self,
normal part
the importance rest, time with
of daily life, in Money Matters of family life
friends & family,
the same way
whatever the
hobbies and
as physical
shape – love,
interests.
health.
care and
respect.
Page Break

Year
6

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Human
Footprint *
What makes a
balanced diet?
Food choices.
Food safety &
hygiene. Eating
a rainbow.

Human
Footprint*
Friendships,
unhealthy and
positive
relationships.

Human
Footprint*
Rights and
responsibilities,
topical issues,
problems and
events.
Environmental
issues –
conservation.
Charities - TUSK

Human
Footprint*
Achievements,
personal
aspirations,
goals,
strengths,
target setting.
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Summer 1

Summer 2

Human
Human Footprint*
Footprint*
Families,
British values –
couples and
Monarchy British
positive
Royal Family.
relationships
develop from Contribution to the
Autumn II,
Environment and
consider small traditional
physical
trades of the Duchy
contact, touch of Cornwall.
acceptable and
unacceptable,
including abuse.
Personal
boundaries.
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Risk & Danger,
hazards,
responsibility,
safety,
specifically
fire. Emergency
aid, help and
support. Basic
First Aid
including calling
the emergency
services - Road
Safety
Mental
wellbeing as a
normal part of
daily life, in the
same way as
physical health.
How to judge
emotions and
managing
feelings.
Supporting
others – simple
self-care
techniques.

Listening,
viewpoints,
opinions,
respect,
working
together,
shared goals –
Hunting

Rules, laws &
law making.
Human rights
and children’s
rights including
practices
against human
rights.

Conflict and
compromise,
conflict
resolution.
The different
shape of
families – how
is a family
made –
important
characteristics
of a family.

People,
differences and
diversity.

Shape of the Equality, Stereo Making ethical
family –
types,
financial decisions.
Managing
discrimination. Financial, money,
change and
spending, saving,
transitions for
and budgeting.
individuals in
Borrowing and
the family of
repayments. Pocket
separation,
money. Loans, tax
divorce,
and debt.
bereavement.

Positive benefits Health &
Physical health
of the internet v Hygiene
and fitness –
time online
routines.
healthy eating.
Online safety Keeping
Unhealthy
(SSCT)
healthy and
attitude to
Online
well. Looking food, obesity
relationships - after yourself – and being too
age
recognising
thin. Natural
appropriate.
stressful
body shapes –
Marriage – A Topical issues situations and all sizes and
life-long
for Year 6 pupils how to manage shapes are
commitment of arising from the situations that normal.
two people to SSCT talk.
may cause
Exercise &
each other.
anxiety e.g.
healthy eating.
exams,
The benefits of
homework,
an active
difficulties in lifestyle in
class. Where to maintaining
seek help.
good health.

Challenges in life.
Include - the use of
personal
information.
Protection of
information – GDPR

Page Break

Year
6

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Puberty –
changing body –
both mentally &
physically.
Include key
factual
information on
the menstrual
cycle
& menstrual
well-being.

Personal hygiene Protecting onand health.
line profile and
Keeping healthy – consider how
how to recognise photographs &
early signs of
data may be
physical illness. used online –
Exposure to the both positive &
sun, the need for negative.
good quality
sleep, the
Introduction to
importance of
managing time
good dental
spent online.
health.
Rights, duties, Remembrance Immunisation
home and school
and vaccination
environment.
Nobel Peace
(linked with
Prizes
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Spring 2

Summer 1

How to look after
one-self, rest,
time with friends
& family, hobbies
and interestsTLC, rest and
recuperation
time.

Planning and
preparing a
range of healthy
meals.

Emergency aid,
rules and
responsibilities.

Characteristics
of a poor diet –
tooth decay,
obesity,

Summer 2
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science
curriculum)

alcoholism,
drug- taking.

Page Break

Year
7

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Starting a New Being New, Peer Rights and
Smoking Self-esteem,
British Values –
Academic Year. Pressure,
responsibilities – mention the romance and Monarchy
Bullying &
leadership and
risks of
friendships.
Role of the
Living in a
Teasing.
responsibilities at addiction,
Monarchy in the
community –
(including
Hanford
alcohol, and
UK & beyond.
local and the
Cyberbullying)
other
The
wider world
Model United
substances.
Commonwealth.
include recent Diversity,
Nations
Influence of
World
prejudice and
Peer
events/issues. bullying
pressure.
including cyber
bullying.
Balanced
Managing on
Online safety and Managing
Family & friends Parliament –
healthy eating, and off-line
digital literacy.
puberty. Key - different types House of
exercise and
friendships.
(SSCT talk &
facts about of stable
Commons &
how to make
Healthy
PSHE/ICT follow puberty and relationships. House of Lords.
healthy choices. relationships – up)
menstrual
National
How health is treating others Safeguarding.
well-being. Exploring family Institutions
affected by
with respect.
Online risks,
Physical &
life.
Palace of
choices made – (Consent – no harmful content emotional
Importance for Westminster
positive or
means no).
online, sexting, not changes.
children of
National Gallery
negative. Sleep. Choices made in sharing personal
stable
Physical,
relationships.
information, digital Emotions,
relationships.
emotional,
footprint, risks of feelings and
health and
chat lines. Think u managing
Isolation &
mental wellknow jigsaw
changing
loneliness.
being.
Monitoring and
feelings.
Role of
(tooth decay,
restricting use of
parents.
cardiovascular
time spent online.
ill-health and
cancer).
Outside speaker Personal
Enterprise skills
Positive Body Powerful
Making ethical
- Identify
Hygiene, Food and introduction Image Women –
financial
personal skills – hygiene – spread to different types expectations discuss careers decisions. Saving,
what use are the of infection.
of careers.
(art)
& business
spending,
things pupils
Prevention of Qualifications and
opportunities budgeting,
identify they are infection,
exam
The
for by
money, loans, tax
good at.
antibiotics.
requirements.
importance successful
and debt.
Similarities and Dental Health – How to find out
of physical individuals –
differences in good oral
information.
health
Forbes list.
Food banks
pupil’s. I am
hygiene includes Exploring
and positive
Homeless
good at, I am not healthy eating opportunities.
body image
Welfare state
so good at.
and regular
Challenging career on well-being
UK related
Impact of likes check-ups.
stereotypes and and
Charities –
and dislikes on
raising
happiness.
Centre-point.
lifestyle choices.
aspirations.
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Human
Nobel Prizes civil Holocaust
reproduction. rights – Rosa
Family choices. Parks
Parents/Carers.
Remembrance
Page Break

Yea
r8

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Revision of Year 7 Tackling racism
information
and religious
moving into year 8 discrimination,
differences,
promoting
expectations &
human rights.
first impressions Sport – kick it
linked with senior out.
school and
job/prefect/schoo Cultural
l interviews.
differences –
explore racism –
Martin Luther
King, Nelson
Mandela.

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Online safety and
digital literacy.
(SSCT talk & follow
up.) Safeguarding.

Mental Health & Introduction to Transition to
emotional
sexuality and secondary
wellbeing,
consent.
school.
anxiety,
Introduction to
including body loving
Online risks,
image & the
relationships,
harmful content on importance of couples,
line, sexting,
physical health partnerships,
indecent images, on well-being marriage,
not sharing
and happiness. forced
personal
Talk about
marriages.
information, digital health using
Family
footprint, risks of correct
planning and
chat lines,
terminology.
STI’s (basic
grooming.
The issues of
reference in
Think u know unwanted
science follow
consequences, just contact & FGM. up where
send it
appropriate in
PSHE)
Personal choices Bullying
Business, skills for Careers
Legal status of Common
for exercise and (including
business,
long- term
Entrance
how to make
cyberbullying) & entrepreneurs and Difference
relationships. Examinations.
healthy choices. acceptable
enterprise.
between a job a Respectful
How health is
behaviour in the
career.
relationships.
affected by
world outside Evaluating value for
When
choices made – Hanford.
money in services. Discuss all the relationships
positive or
jobs available at are safe or
negative. Physical, Conflict &
Risk and
Hanford and
unsafe.
emotional, health Conflict
consequences
what
Consent (when
and mental well- resolution making financial qualifications no means no).
being.
Hunting
decisions.
are needed to Staying safe –
apply for the
grooming,
Managing change
roles.
(including
and loss.
online),
coercive
behaviours.
Choices made
in
relationships.
Health & Hygiene Stereotypes
Review of recent Equal
Reporting
Alcohol and
(sleep) (hygiene as
world events.
opportunities in Concerns
drug misuse
appropriate)
employment. (Safeguarding/ TALK (prior to
senior school
entry)
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Character
curriculum)
First aid and
Use of leisure –
personal safety, Personal
focusing on safety choices
as a teenager and
choices to be
made in social
situations. .

Rights and
responsibilities in
the wider
community.

Tackling age and
disability
discrimination.
The Holocaust
Addictions &
Nobel
Media &
effect on
Prizes - Mandela Advertising
relationships and , Malala
family life.
Remembrance
Yea
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Spring 1
r8
Alcohol and drug
misuse and
managing peer
influence. The
risks of alcohol,
tobacco and other
substances.
Consideration of
dangers and effect
on family &
friends and longterm health.
Alcohol and
personal security.
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Community
Rules/workplac
e rules –
discuss

Influential
Women Forbes list.
Women in
business.
Spring 2

Right to Die –
Dignitas

Summer 1

Summer 2
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